INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Many aspects of emotional responses to stimuli are not spatially directed, such as freezing, autonomic reactivity, or even hormonal responses. However, stimuli that promote or threaten survival can also attract cognitive and behavioral resources, partly by prioritizing stimuli associated with highly positive or negative outcomes^[@R1]^. For example, humans find negative images faster than emotionally neutral images^[@R2]^, and more readily detect arousing words^[@R3]^. Attention can also spread to neutral stimuli nearby arousing ones^[@R4],[@R5]^, and to locations directed by emotionally relevant cues such as gaze direction^[@R6]^ or learned associations with monetary outcomes^[@R7]^.

The neural mechanisms linking our emotional world to spatial cognition remain poorly understood. The amygdala is important for learning, updating and maintaining the value of sensory events and mediates many aspects of non-spatial emotional responses^[@R8]^. Prior work implicates the amygdala in encoding the motivational significance, or value, of stimuli^[@R9],[@R10]^, but has not explored whether the amygdala is important for determining the spatial location of motivationally significant stimuli. Indeed, the amygdala is heavily interconnected with the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), where neurons lack spatial selectivity^[@R11]^, suggesting that information processed at the level of the amygdala may be largely non-spatial. However, data from patients with isolated amygdala damage raises the possibility that this structure influences behavioral responses in a manner suggesting at least an indirect role in spatial processing^[@R8]^. For example, examinations of SM, a woman with bilateral amygdala lesions, show that she is impaired at recognizing fear from facial expressions due to a failure to look at the eyes^[@R12]^. Remarkably, this impairment disappears when she is instructed to fixate the eyes, suggesting that her impairment results from a failure to direct gaze and attention towards emotionally relevant parts of faces, a process that requires linking emotional recognition with spatial processing.

The amygdala could be involved in directing cognitive and behavioral resources towards stimuli in at least two ways. First, the amygdala may induce a vigilant or aroused state^[@R13]^, perhaps enhancing processing globally but leaving the representation of spatial information to other brain structures. Alternatively, the amygdala may register both the motivational significance and location of stimuli, allowing it to influence cognitive and behavioral functions in space. To distinguish between these possibilities, we trained monkeys to perform a task where we presented reward-predictive visual cues in different spatial configurations. We found that during task performance individual amygdala neurons encoded both the motivational significance of visual stimuli as well as their spatial configuration. Furthermore, neuronal activity was correlated with the trial-by-trial allocation of attention, suggesting that the representation of value and space in the amygdala could influence the direction of spatial attention towards motivationally relevant stimuli.

RESULTS {#S2}
=======

Stimulus-outcome associations guide spatial attention {#S3}
-----------------------------------------------------

To evaluate how the spatial configuration of reward-predictive visual cues influences the allocation of cognitive resources, we trained each of three monkeys to perform one of two tasks ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The basic structure of both tasks was the same in that cues associated with different amounts of reward briefly appeared near spatial locations where monkeys subsequently performed a perceptual task. In both tasks, monkeys initiated trials by fixating a central point and then held fixation during the brief presentation of two visual cues (appearing in opposite hemifields) and a subsequent delay. The delay terminated at a random time when a target stimulus appeared near one of the two cue locations. The monkey then reported the location of the target (task A; monkeys O & L) or the orientation of the patch revealed to be the target (task B; monkey C).

Each visual cue indicated how much liquid reward the monkey would receive for correct performance when the target appeared nearest the location of that cue; cues predicted either a high value or a low value outcome and were chosen from one of two cue sets in order to distinguish between effects related to the cue-outcome associations and those related to the physical characteristics of the cues. On each trial, we presented either two low value cues (high value absent) or one high value cue and one low value cue (high value present; spatial configuration randomized with equal probability). We used performance and reaction time to assay the effects of the cues on behavior^[@R14]^. Since the target location was chosen randomly on each trial, we tabulated performance and reaction time at each location to determine how monkeys used cue-outcome associations to allocate cognitive resources. When the target appeared near the high value cue on high value present trials, monkeys exhibited improved performance ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; 83% vs. 46%, Paired Wilcoxon, *P* \< 10^−15^) and faster reaction times ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; 218 ms vs. 285 ms, Paired Wilcoxon, *P* \< 10^−15^). On high value absent trials, performance improved and reaction times quickened relative to when the target appeared near the low value cue location on high value present trials ([Fig. 1b,c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Paired Wilcoxon, *P* \< 10^−15^). Attention was roughly split between the two locations on high value absent trials (69%/66% hit rate for targets ipsilateral/contralateral to the recording location). Behavioral effects were true in both tasks ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Amygdala neural activity reflects value & space {#S4}
-----------------------------------------------

To determine if the amygdala represents spatial as well as motivational information, we recorded from 359 neurons in the amygdalae of three monkeys performing the two tasks (monkey O: 146, left amygdala; monkey L: 59, left amygdala; monkey C: 154, right amygdala; [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Of these, 326 (91%) neurons were responsive during the task (see Methods), and we restricted all further analyses to this data set.

We found that amygdala neural responses frequently encoded information about the both the value and spatial configuration of the cues ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The activity of each example neuron is significantly dependent on the location of the high value cue. Notably, the activity of these neurons is also modulated by the overall expected value of the cues. Consistent with prior studies^[@R9],[@R10]^, some neurons responded most strongly on trials where no high value cues appeared (left example panels, "REW−" neurons) and other neurons responded most strongly when a high value cue appeared (right example panels, "REW+" neurons).

The neurons depicted in [Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are representative of the population we recorded in two ways (see also [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). First, both expected reward and spatial configuration frequently had strong effects on neural responses. Second, there was a systematic relationship between value selectivity and spatial configuration selectivity. Neurons that signaled the presence of a high value cue with an increase (decrease) in firing also tended to fire more (less) when the high value cue was contralateral. We quantified these data by estimating selectivity indices (d') for each neuron based on the firing rates 100 to 800 ms after cue onset. To calculate a spatial configuration selectivity index, we compared trials when the high value cue appeared contralaterally to when it appeared ipsilaterally. Surprisingly, 45% (148/326) of neurons were significantly modulated by spatial configuration (bootstrap, *P* \< 0.05), of which 84 responded most and 64 responded least when the high value cue was contralateral.

To calculate a value selectivity index, we analyzed the same time window as for the spatial selectivity index but now compared trials in which a high value cue appeared to trials when a high value cue did not appear. We identified many neurons that significantly increased (REW+ neurons, *n* = 122) or decreased (REW− neurons, *n* = 71) activity when the overall value increased (bootstrap, *P* \< 0.05).

If amygdala neurons indiscriminately combine spatial and value selectivity, these two measures would not be associated. This would be consistent with, for example, amygdala neurons combining value-related and space-related information in a random manner. Contrary to this hypothesis, we found a strong positive relationship between value and spatial selectivity indices ([Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; weighted least squares regression and bootstrap, β = 0.53, *P* \< 10^−6^). This correlation was significant for the data from each task considered separately (*P* \< 10^−4^; [Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, individual amygdala neurons selectively combined information about space and value to signal the location of reward-predictive stimuli with both negative and positive excursions in firing rate. REW+ neurons signal the presence of a more valuable cue in contralateral visual space with increases in firing rate, whereas REW− neurons do the same with decreases in firing rate.

Value information timing depends on spatial configuration {#S5}
---------------------------------------------------------

The combined representation of space and value in the amygdala indicates that individual neurons encode information about the location of a high value cue while also registering the value of both contralateral and ipsilateral stimuli. It is possible that the spatial configuration selectivity we observe could result from weaker visual inputs representing the ipsilateral visual field, which may also carry value information or interact with value information arriving to the amygdala from other brain areas. To gain insight into these possibilities, we examined the latency with which amygdala neurons encode value in each visual hemifield.

First, we characterized how the location of a highly valued cue affects the latency that neurons began to encode reward value. We determined when each neuron signaled the presence of a contralateral or ipsilateral high value cue by comparing trials in which no high value cue appeared to trials in which a high value cue appeared ipsilaterally or contralaterally. For example, inspecting [Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} reveals that neural responses to a high value cue diverges more quickly when it appears contralaterally (the cyan and black curves separate earlier than the magenta and black curves). We quantified these latencies for each neuron (see Methods) and found that the value latency for contralateral high value cues was shorter than that for ipsilateral high value cues for 97 (83%) of the 117 neurons for which we could estimate both latencies ([Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The mean contralateral and ipsilateral value latencies were 177 and 240 ms, which differed significantly (Wilcoxon, *P* \< 10^−11^); this effect did not differ between REW− and REW+ neurons (Wilcoxon, *P* = 0.73) and was present in both tasks ([Supplementary Fig. 4a,b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Normalizing and averaging activity across all value-modulated neurons (*n* = 193; [Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that the population signaled the presence of a contralateral high value cue 44 ms earlier than an ipsilateral high value cue (119 ms compared to 163 ms; bootstrap, *P* = 0.001). Thus, while amygdala neural activity is modulated by the value of both contralateral and ipsilateral stimuli, this modulation starts at different times, suggesting the possibility of different neural sources for contralateral and ipsilateral value information.

If the value latency differences we observed could be explained by delays already present in the feed-forward inputs to the amygdala, we would expect a corresponding delay in the arrival of basic visual information from the ipsilateral visual field ([Fig. 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, same source). Alternatively, ipsilateral value information may be even more delayed than basic ipsilateral visual information, indicating that ipsilateral value information is not simply inherited from a delayed feed-forward signal ([Fig. 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, different sources). To address this possibility, we recorded the activity of amygdala neurons during a fixation task ([Fig. 5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) where a single peripheral stimulus appeared either contralaterally or ipsilaterally (7° eccentricity). The fixation task allowed us to determine how visual onset latencies were influenced by spatial location, since a single stimulus, rather than two cues, appeared on every trial. Visual onset latencies for the population of visually-responsive neurons (*n* = 32/141, significant response modulation following presentation of contralateral and ipsilateral stimuli) did not differ significantly across spatial locations ([Fig. 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; bootstrap, *P* = 0.73), nor did they differ for those neurons with a measurable latency at both stimulus locations (*n* = 19, Paired Wilcoxon, *P* = 0.8). A direct comparison of individual value latency delays in the operant tasks (*n* = 117) with individual visual onset latency delays in the fixation task (*n* = 19) confirmed that the delay in value latencies was larger than that of visual onset latencies ([Fig. 5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; Wilcoxon, *P* = 0.0008; this was true for both tasks, [Supplementary Fig. 4c,d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the 68 neurons recorded in both the fixation and one of the operant tasks (when visual onset latencies and value latencies could be computed for each neuron), the delay in value in ipsilateral value latencies was significantly longer than the delay in ipsilateral visual latencies (*n* = 11/68; *μ* = 63 ms, Paired Wilcoxon, *P* = 0.03). Despite the dissociation of latencies between the tasks, we did find that spatial location selectivity in the fixation task was a strong predictor of spatial configuration selectivity in the attention task ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, amygdala neurons integrated value information across the visual field, albeit more slowly than expected if this information was simply due to timing differences in feed-forward inputs.

Task-related signals have distinct timecourses {#S6}
----------------------------------------------

If the conjoint spatial and value selectivity we observed is relevant for influencing behavior, it should be present not only during the presentation of the cues, but also when the monkey makes a discrimination, i.e. when the target appears. We examined this by determining how different signal properties evolved during a trial. For each neuron, we estimated the influence of the experimentally manipulated factors on neural firing rates using a multiple regression carried out in a sliding window relative to cue onset ([Fig. 6a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In each window, we determined how three factors influenced neural activity: (1) the presence of a high value cue irrespective of space (spatially non-specific value), (2) the presence of a high value cue contralaterally (spatially specific value), and (3) the use of the different cue sets (stimulus identity).

We focused our analysis on the time periods around cue presentation (cue period, 150--450 ms) and in the portions of the delay before (pre-target delay, 500--800 ms) and after (post-target delay, 850--1150 ms) the earliest possible time of target onset ([Fig. 6b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). For both the cue period and pre-target delay, there was a significant influence of all three factors on firing rates (compared to 300 ms prior to cue onset; bootstrap, *P* \< 0.005). During the post-target delay, a different pattern emerged; while spatially specific and nonspecific value signals were maintained (*P* \< 10^−4^), the encoding of stimulus identity disappeared (*P* = 0.17). This pattern was present in both tasks ([Supplementary Fig. 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This analysis reveals that both spatially specific and spatially non-specific value signals are sustained into the time period when the target could appear, and could influence how the monkey performs the visual tasks.

Activity correlates with fluctuations in spatial attention {#S7}
----------------------------------------------------------

Attention waxes and wanes from trial to trial throughout an experimental session and this presumably underlies some of the variability in behavioral measures such as performance and reaction time across trials^[@R15]^. If the combined representation of space and value in the amygdala influences the online guidance of spatial attention, trial-to-trial measures of amygdala activity and attentional allocation should co-vary. For example, consider a neuron that responds more when the high value cue is contralateral (REW+ neuron). Individual trials in which this neuron responds more than average should coincide with those trials in which the animal performs faster than average contralateral saccades (a classic measure of attention). This pattern of activity would result in a negative correlation between neural activity and reaction times to the contralateral field. Moreover, a positive correlation for ipsilateral saccades (increased activity coinciding with slower saccades away from the contralateral side) would support a role in spatial attention. By contrast, correlations that are the same sign (both negative) for ipsilateral and contralateral saccades would suggest a role in non-spatial attention like alerting or vigilance that could be modulated by changes in arousal level^[@R13],[@R15]^.

We examined the trial-by-trial relationship between saccadic reaction times and amygdala activity around target onset (900 ms before to 100 ms after), focusing on contralateral and ipsilateral saccade data separately. To determine whether the magnitude of correlations depended on the value and/or spatial configuration of cues, we analyzed each trial type separately, yielding a total of 6 conditions (3 trial types × 2 saccade directions). Finally, just as the sign of value selectivity predicted that of spatial configuration selectivity, we expected it would also predict the sign of the correlations between firing rate and reaction time. Therefore, we used a linear regression to characterize the relationship between neurons' value selectivity (d') and their trial-by-trial relationship with reaction times (Fisher *Z*-transformed correlation coefficient). Consistent with spatial attention, but not alerting or vigilance, value selectivity had a negative relationship with contralateral correlation coefficients (bootstrap, *P* = 0.0078) and a positive relationship with ipsilateral correlation coefficients (*P* = 0.0048) when the high value cue had appeared contralaterally ([Fig. 7a](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These relationships were not significant when the high value cue was ipsilateral or absent, and the magnitude of the regression slopes on these trial types were significantly smaller than those observed on high value contralateral trials (ANCOVA, *P* \< 0.005 for each saccade direction). The relationship between firing rate and reaction time was robust, and remained even after accounting for differences in recent reinforcement outcome history and satiation ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, the distance between eye position at the end of fixation and the target did not explain these results; this distance was not correlated with reaction times (P = 0.16), and distances between eye position at target onset and target location did not predict whether the monkey would perform the trial correctly (Wilcoxon, *P* = 0.23). We note that firing rates also predicted whether the monkey performed the trial correctly; however, differences in saccade behavior between hit and miss trials in the two tasks may have influenced these performance results ([Supplementary Fig. 8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The significant relationship between value selectivity and correlation coefficients on high value contralateral trials suggests that neurons with stronger value selectivity may play a more important role in influencing attention. To examine this more closely, we split neurons into quartiles based on their value selectivity magnitude (absolute value of d') and then partitioned each group according to the sign of value selectivity. Focusing on the 25% of cells with the strongest value selectivity, we found that correlation coefficients were significantly different between neurons with positive selectivity (d' \> 0) and neurons with negative selectivity (d' \< 0) for both directions of saccades ([Fig. 7b](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; bootstrap, *P* \< 0.005). Additionally, the distributions for ipsilateral and contralateral saccades were significantly different for positive value neurons (bootstrap, *P* = 0.001; μ(contra) = −0.04, μ(ipsi) = 0.16), as were the distributions for negative value neurons under the same comparison (*P* = 0.004; μ(contra) = 0.09, μ(ipsi) = −0.09). Thus the relationship between firing rate and reaction time differs depending upon the locus of spatial attention as measured by reaction time. This finding was present in both operant tasks considered separately ([Supplementary Fig. 9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Overall, these results support the notion that amygdala firing is correlated with spatial attention and not arousal-related processes, since, unlike arousal effects, spatially specific effects predict differential relationships with reaction time depending upon saccade direction.

The relationship between trial-by-trial firing rate of amygdala neurons and saccadic reaction time was not present for neurons that did not have strong value selectivity, and it was not present unless a motivationally significant cue appeared in the contralateral field. To demonstrate this, we combined data across saccade directions, taking the difference in the *Z*-transformed correlation coefficients for each neuron (subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral), which, based on the previous analysis, was negative for neurons with strong positive selectivity and positive for neurons with strong negative selectivity. For high value contralateral trials, correlation coefficient differences were significantly different from zero (*t*-test, *P* \< 0.05) only for neurons with the greatest value selectivity; the sign of this effect was opposite for the positive value and negative value groups ([Fig. 7c](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). No significant effects were observed for any other groups of neurons on high value contralateral trials or for any group on either high value ipsilateral or absent trials. Notably, neurons with the highest value selectivity magnitude also tended to have the widest spike waveforms ([Supplementary Fig. 10](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that these neurons may be projection neurons that influence attentional processing; this effect was not different for neurons with positive and negative value selectivity, and the overall distributions of waveforms widths for these two populations did not differ (Wilcoxon, *P* = 0.66). Together these results suggest that the representation of space and value provided by the amygdala may play a role in spatial attention when highly valuable stimuli appear in the contralateral field and that this influence is mediated by the most value-selective amygdala neurons.

DISCUSSION {#S8}
==========

Motivationally salient stimuli trigger a range of cognitive and emotional responses. These include spatially non-specific processes like arousal or freezing induced by fear, as well as spatially specific responses like orienting attention. Traditionally, the amygdala has been understood as participating in spatially non-specific responses, but not spatially specific ones. Here we show that amygdala neurons encode information about both the spatial configuration of visual stimuli, as well as the rewards predicted by stimuli. Moreover, fluctuations in activity correlated with fluctuations of spatial attention on a trial-by-trial basis. These results suggest that the amygdala not only participates in spatially non-specific emotional responses, but it may also influence spatially specific cognitive processes, such as the allocation of enhanced cognitive resources to more valuable locations.

Amygdala neurons combine information about space and value such that activity changes to stimuli associated with increasing reward are associated with activity changes related to the spatial configuration of these stimuli. Previous studies showed that amygdala neural responses are sensitive to the reinforcement contingencies of CSs presented over the fovea, with some neurons responding more strongly when a CS predicts a reward as compared to an aversive stimulus, and other neurons having the opposite response profile ("positive" and "negative" value-coding neurons, respectively)^[@R9],[@R10]^. In the present experiments, positive (REW+) amygdala neurons, which responded more strongly when a highly valuable cue appeared, also responded most when this cue appeared contralaterally. By contrast, negative (REW−) amygdala neurons responded less to the presence of a highly valuable cue and also responded most weakly when this cue appeared contralaterally. Thus, there is a systematic relationship between spatial and value selectivity in the amygdala. The data suggest that although stimuli presented ipsilaterally or contralaterally may both drive amygdala neural responses, neurons can exhibit either positive or negative excursions in activity to signal the presence of a valuable cue in the contralateral field.

The discovery of a representation of space and value in the amygdala immediately leads one to wonder about the degree of spatial selectivity encoded by amygdala neurons. In the current experiments, we tested for spatial selectivity at the level of the visual hemifield. We observed that the onset latency of value information was strongly dependent on the locations of outcome-predictive stimuli while visual response latencies were relatively insensitive to spatial location, suggesting that the spatial properties of amygdala neurons may have dynamic features that change depending upon task demands. Indeed, when monkeys directed attention, a signal representing space and value is sustained throughout a trial in the amygdala, long after the visual cues were extinguished. Although spatial selectivity at the level of the hemifield observed during the fixation task predicts spatial selectivity during the operant tasks, these observations indicate that it will be necessary to assess spatial properties in a variety of task contexts. The sheer number of trials required to map spatial properties in different tasks poses a significant experimental challenge for the future. Given the current data, the amygdala may at least be essential for quickly shifting attention to the left or right visual field based on the value of stimuli.

How is this representation of space & value unique? {#S9}
---------------------------------------------------

The response properties we describe suggest a distinct and perhaps unique role for the amygdala compared to other brain areas that integrate information about space and value. Neurons encoding various aspects of rewarding and punishing outcomes have been discovered throughout the brain^[@R16]^, and have been studied extensively by presenting single visual cues associated with different outcomes. Although these studies have shown how outcome-sensitive neurons may be relevant for computing the value associated with specific objects or actions^[@R16]^, it is less clear how these neurons respond when there are multiple objects in the environment, particularly in situations where resources must often be divided and allocated.

Experiments using two or more simultaneously presented stimuli associated with different values suggest that some brain areas combine space and value information to encode "action values"^[@R17]^, the value associated with an available action. Two of the most studied brain structures in this regard are the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and the dorsal striatum. During the performance of choice tasks both LIP and the dorsal striatum have been described as encoding the value of a choice in space^[@R17],[@R18]^. Notably, neurons in these brain structures encode value differently than amygdala neurons. First, neither LIP nor dorsal striatum contain large populations of neurons with a sustained preference for opposite reinforcement valences (like REW+ and REW− neurons) that is systematically related to spatial selectivity preference. Second, unlike in the amygdala, neural responses in LIP are inhibited according to the value associated with competing actions for targets appearing in the opposite hemifield^[@R18],[@R19]^. Third, dorsal striatal neurons most frequently encode the value of a single action^[@R20],[@R21]^ or, similar to LIP, a quantity approximating the difference between the values of the two actions^[@R22]^.

The encoding of action value in LIP and the dorsal striatum often coincides with the locus of attention or preparation of an action whose endpoint is the locus of attention^[@R23]^, but some data indicates action value and attention can be dissociated (e.g.,^[@R24]^). In our experiments, amygdala neurons do not simply represent the monkeys' locus of spatial attention. If they did, we would have observed intermediate neural responses for high value absent trials (where attention is split approximately equally between the two hemifields) relative to trials where the high value cue appeared contralaterally or ipsilaterally (where attention is heavily biased towards one hemifield or the other). Instead, valuable stimuli in either hemifield modulate activity in the same direction for individual amygdala neurons, indicating that these neurons integrate value information across the visual field in addition to encoding information about the locus of spatial attention.

Another structure commonly investigated in relation to value is the orbitofrontal cortex. The amygdala and OFC are anatomically interconnected, and the physiological properties of neurons in the two areas are similar along many dimensions^[@R9],[@R10],[@R25]^ (although, see^[@R26]^). However, when the OFC has been studied with tasks where monkeys select one of two choice targets associated with different rules or values, neurons represent aspects of value without providing spatial information before selection^[@R11]^. Spatial coding also appears to be lacking in the ventral ACC (vACC)^[@R27]^, a brain area likely to participate in a functional network with the amygdala and OFC given its strong anatomical connectivity to both^[@R28]^. Thus, neurons in the OFC and vACC appear to be involved in computing the value of objects irrespective of where spatial attention and subsequent action are directed, which may be important in weighing possible outcomes and guiding economic choices. By contrast, the emergence of spatial properties in the amygdala raises the possibility that its role is distinct from vACC and OFC in modulating spatial cognition.

How is this representation of space & value created? {#S10}
----------------------------------------------------

In order to allocate cognitive resources to valuable stimuli, "where" and "what" information must converge with stimulus value information. The amygdala is a potential site for this convergence; it receives direct inputs from the ventral visual stream^[@R29]^ and single neurons in the amygdala encode stimulus value^[@R9],[@R10]^. The source of spatial information in the amygdala is less clear. Direct projections to the amygdala from spatially selective areas such as the frontal eye fields or parietal cortex or the dorsal striatum are sparse or nonexistent in the primate^[@R29]^, suggesting that the dorsal visual pathway does not contribute directly to the spatial selectivity we observed. A superior colliculus to pulvinar pathway has been proposed as a source of direct subcortical input to the amygdala that would allow rapid processing of emotional information that bypasses slower cortical pathways^[@R30]^. However, we suspect that it does not play a special role in our experiments since the visual onset latencies (\> 100 ms) we observed in the amygdala are consistent with visual information arriving through cortical pathways^[@R31]^.

Another possibility is that neurons in the inferotemporal cortex, although not encoding value information^[@R32],[@R33]^, may provide enough spatial information for amygdala neurons to build the selectivity we observe^[@R34]^. However, the disassociation between the timing of visual information and value information in the amygdala suggests that these signals arise from different sources. Since the transfer of visual information between hemispheres is fast (\~7--20 ms^[@R34],[@R35]^), the relatively long delay (\~50 ms) that we observed in ipsilateral value information suggests that it arises from a source other than feed-forward visual pathways. One possibility is that value information is established in the contralateral amygdala and then passed to the ipsilateral amygdala, which would be indirect since the amygdalae do not project to each other in primates^[@R36]^. Furthermore, a path through prefrontal cortices would likely be slow, since amygdala-prefrontal connections are exclusively ipsilateral^[@R37]^, adding at least one additional synapse between the amygdalae.

Finally, it is also possible that the amygdala inherits its representation of space and value from other brain structures like frontal cortical areas, many of which project to the amygdala with varying fiber density^[@R28],[@R29],[@R37]^. Unlike OFC and ventral ACC discussed above, neurons in the dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortices encode spatial information that can be enhanced by reward^[@R38]^. The VLPFC is part of a network important for orienting attention towards behaviorally relevant objects^[@R39]^, and interactions with the amygdala may allow this network to orient attention based on emotional significance, although the DLPFC and VLPFC project weakly to the amygdala^[@R28]^. In contrast, the amygdala is more interconnected with the dorsal ACC, and it was recently shown that a small subset of neurons in dACC and adjoining area 32 conjointly encode spatial attention and reward value ^[@R40]^. Projections from these areas may carry space and value information to the amygdala although they also project relatively weakly to the amygdala^[@R28]^. However, these authors did not report that representations of space and value were combined systematically, and the response latencies they measured were generally slower than we observed in the amygdala, suggesting the possibility that the encoding of space and value in dACC may in fact depend on inputs from the amygdala, which sends a relatively stronger return projection to dACC^[@R28]^.

How might the amygdala influence spatial attention? {#S11}
---------------------------------------------------

Our data demonstrate that amygdala neurons can encode relevant locations in space defined by arbitrary stimulus-outcome associations. This combined representation of space and value could influence a number of processes, including decision-making based on the location and value of choice options, as well as the allocation of cognitive resources, such as the enhancement of attention. The operant tasks we employed allowed us to evaluate how amygdala activity is related to the engagement of attention. We considered two possible effects that the amygdala may have on attention. First, the amygdala might have a direct influence on spatial attention. In the sensory domain, when multiple stimuli compete for limited processing resources, attention biases competition in favor of relevant stimuli^[@R41]^, allowing one to prioritize specific spatial locations in the visual environment. Stimulus relevance may be determined by a wide variety of factors. In the simplest case of orienting the sensory receptors towards some stimuli and away from others, attention can operate in an exogenous (stimulus-driven or bottom-up) or endogenous (goal-directed or top-down) manner^[@R39]^. The former refers to reflexive processes by which organisms direct their sensory receptors towards abrupt or intense stimuli that violate expectations, while the latter refers to a more typically voluntary orientation towards an object or a location in space based on expectancy about an environmental event. The association between rewarding outcomes and a cue indicating spatial location is one such expectation^[@R23]^. It is this type of association that we utilized to examine how cues bias spatial attention and how the amygdala's processing of the cues is related to attention allocation.

A second means by which the amygdala might modulate attention could involve inducing a state of arousal that promotes vigilance^[@R13]^. Vigilance refers to the ability to sustain attention for prolonged periods of time that depends in part on an organism's state of arousal. Arousal is thought to be a spatially non-specific way to allocate more processing resources, and scientists have typically thought of the amygdala as augmenting vigilance by modulating arousal^[@R42],[@R43]^, or as augmenting a form of attention described as attention for learning which is also spatially non-specific^[@R44],[@R45]^. These prior experiments did not test whether the amygdala also participates in spatial attention directed to the location of motivationally significant cues.

If the amygdala influences spatial attention, then the relationship between amygdala neural responses and quantitative measures of spatial attention would depend upon the spatial location of the attended stimuli. Using reaction time as a measure of spatial attention, we found that for REW+ neurons, higher activity during the delay period predicted shorter reaction times to targets in the contralateral visual field, and longer reaction times to targets in the ipsilateral field. REW− neurons' neural activity made the opposite predictions with the same measures of spatial attention. If amygdala activity simply relates to spatially non-specific arousal, then higher activity should have had the same relationship with reaction time regardless of the saccade direction. Instead, our results suggest that the combined representation of space and value in the amygdala is related to the allocation of spatial attention, and the amygdala may therefore play a role in spatially-specific responses, as well as spatially non-specific responses, to motivational stimuli. Moreover, the fact that this correlation between neural activity and reaction time is present during the delay period, long after cues have disappeared from view, suggests that the amygdala represents cognitive information, and not merely perceptual information. This could be used for movement preparation, although amygdala neural responses related to saccadic execution have not been reported.

Of course, signals representing space and value from the amygdala may not actually influence spatial attention, as signals from other brain structures representing spatial attention could modulate the representation of space and value we describe in the amygdala. However, our suggestion that amygdala neural activity may itself influence the allocation of spatial attention may explain why electrical stimulation of the amygdala elicits orienting responses^[@R46]^ similar to those observed during attentive states and why amygdala lesions result in conditioned orienting deficits^[@R45]^. We suspect that in our tasks the amygdala is not directly producing movements per se because the monkeys were extensively trained to covertly attend while fixating. Instead, we believe that the amygdala could influence a number of brain systems involved with enhancing sensory processing. The amygdala could influence attention via direct projections to cortex, including lower level sensory areas^[@R29]^, as well as subcortical areas involved with attention, including the basal forebrain^[@R45]^. These connections could help explain the increased activation of visual cortex to stimuli associated with reward or punishment^[@R4],[@R47]^, and the observation that amygdala damage reduces activation to fearful faces in a hemisphere-specific manner^[@R48]^. Without knowing the topography of the projections from the amygdala back to the sensory cortices, it remains unclear whether amygdala enhancement of cortical processing occurs at the hemifield level, constrained by the ipsilateral bias in projections to the visual cortices^[@R29]^, or in more spatially-specific manner.

Conclusion {#S12}
----------

We showed that the amygdala links stimulus-outcome associations with their spatial relevance. Our results suggest that the amygdala may influence how a subject attends to valuable stimuli, with the two amygdalae competing to influence spatial attention when location is relevant and working in concert to increase vigilance when location is irrelevant or uncertain. Our findings may provide insights into neuropsychiatric disorders such as autism and schizophrenia where amygdala dysfunction is believed to underlie deficits in orienting attention according to emotionally relevant stimuli^[@R49],[@R50]^. Thus the amygdala, long recognized as a critical coordinator of emotion, may also play a key role in representing emotional information in space, allowing it to influence spatially-specific cognitive responses to the emotional world.

METHODS {#S13}
=======

Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.

ONLINE METHODS {#S14}
--------------

### General methods {#S15}

Three rhesus monkeys (*Macaca mulatta,* 8--13 kg) were used in these experiments. All experimental procedures complied with the National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the New York State Psychiatric Institute and Columbia University. Prior to training, each animal was surgically implanted with a plastic headpost secured to the skull using ceramic bone screws. Surgery was conducted using aseptic techniques under isoflurane anesthesia, and analgesics and antibiotics were administered postsurgically. After behavioral training, we acquired T1-weighted MRIs with fiducial markers fixed to the headpost. In a second surgery, the MRI and fiducial markers were registered intra-surgically (Brainsight, Rogue Research, Quebec, Canada), allowing us to accurately implant a plastic recording chamber over the amygdala based on the MRI for each monkey. We recorded the final position of the recording chambers and used these coordinates to the guide electrode placement during experiments. We logged the inferior/superior, anterior/posterior, and medial/lateral position of each recorded neuron to generate a 3D reconstruction using Brainsight software ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Although precise localization of all neurons to particular nuclei is not possible, using the MRIs and atlases, we estimated that 297 neurons in our study were located in the basolateral complex, and 29 neurons were located in the central nucleus.

### Behavioral task {#S16}

Monkeys were seated and head-restrained in darkened sound-attenuating booths during experiments and were operantly conditioned using liquid rewards. The monkeys performed one of two tasks designed to assess how reward expectations influenced attention. In both tasks, trials began with the monkeys fixating a central spot; the fixation window had a radius of 1.88° ± 0.03° in task A and 1.35° ± 0.03° in task B. In task A (monkeys L & O), a Gabor patch (sinusoidal grating windowed by a Gaussian) served as the target and then appeared at one of the two locations between 400 and 4000 ms after cue offset (truncated exponential distribution) for 50 ms. The monkeys were required to saccade to the location of the target between 100--600 ms after its onset. Because the interval during which the target could appear was long and the reaction time window was relatively short, chance performance was about 23%. In task B (Monkey C), the orientation of two gabor patches changed at a random time 350 to 1350 ms after their appearance (chosen from an truncated exponential distribution). Following a target duration of 80--120 ms (adjusted online according to the monkey's overall performance), the Gabor patches were then masked for 60 ms. Finally, two choice targets appeared around one of the two locations (4.2° away), indicating which Gabor patch was the target stimulus. The monkey was then required to saccade to one of the choice targets to indicate whether the target Gabor patch was more horizontal or more vertical (50% chance performance). The monkey had been trained that choosing the counterclockwise target indicates that the stimulus was more horizontal, and that choosing the clockwise target indicates that the stimulus was more vertical. In both tasks, trials were repeated when the monkeys made premature saccades. When the monkey failed to make a correct discrimination after the target appeared, the trial type was chosen at random on the next trial, just as we did when the monkey correctly performed the discrimination. Cues were colored rectangles (Task A, 2.25 deg.^2^ at 7° eccentricity) or circles (Task B, 0.5° diameter at \~3° eccentricity), and we randomly interleaved two distinct sets of cues associated with the same outcomes.

We also trained two of the three monkeys (monkey O and C) to perform a simple fixation task. After fixating a central point for 500 ms, a plaid grating (1.5° SD Gaussian window) appeared either to the left or right of the fixation point (7° eccentricity) for 350 ms. The monkeys were required to maintain fixation for an additional 1000 ms to complete the trial and obtain a reward (delivered after an additional 500 ms delay).

Eye position was monitored using an infrared camera and digitized at 1000 Hz (SR Research, Ontario, Canada). Reaction times were defined as the beginning of the saccade detected by using a velocity/acceleration-based algorithm. Visual stimuli were generated using EXPO (Center for Neural Science, New York University), and were displayed on a CRT monitor positioned 61 cm away from the monkey.

### Electrophysiology {#S17}

Recordings from single amygdala neurons were made through a surgically implanted plastic cylinder affixed to the skull. Three to eight electrodes were individually lowered into the left (monkeys O and L) or right (monkey C) amygdala using a multiple electrode microdrive (NaN Instruments, Nazareth, Israel). Extracellular activity was recorded using tungsten electrodes (2MΩ impedance at 1000 Hz; FHC Inc., Bowdoinham, ME). Analog signals were amplified, bandpass filtered (250--7500 Hz), and digitized (30000 Hz) for unit isolation (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, Utah). Single-units were isolated offline using waveform principal components (Plexon Offline Sorter, Plexon, Dallas, TX).

### Data analysis {#S18}

We used two-tailed statistical tests in all instances. For all bootstrap analyses, we randomly re-sampled with replacement to obtain replications with the same size as the original data set; this was repeated at least 10000 times. Comparisons were significant if \> 97.5% of the bootstrap distribution fell on the same side of the null hypothesis or if the test statistics in one condition were greater than those in the other in \> 97.5% cases (both equivalent to a two-tailed test at *α* = 0.05). Non-parametric Wilcoxon tests were performed on unpaired data (rank-sum test) unless specified otherwise (sign-rank test). We used *t*-tests only on data that was verified to be normal (Lilliefors test at *α* = 0.05). Neurons were defined as task-responsive if firing rates around the onset of the fixation point (100--600 ms), the cue (100--800 ms), the target (100--300 ms), or the reward (0--400 ms) were differed significantly from baseline (1000 ms before fixation point onset; Paired Wilcoxon, *P* \< 0.05). For selectivity indices, we computed d' =(μ1 -- μ2) / √((SS1 + SS2) / (df1 + df2)) where μ~X~ is the mean firing rates, SS~X~ is the sum of squares, and df~X~ is the degrees of freedom (number of trials minus one) for each condition. Behavioral and neural data was similar across cue sets, so the data were combined except where noted.

#### Reaction time correlation analysis {#S19}

We calculated correlation coefficients between amygdala activity around target onset (900 ms before to 100 ms after) and saccadic reaction times. Before calculating each correlation coefficient, we subtracted the mean firing rate and reaction time for each cue set individually to ensure that any neural and/or behavioral differences between each cue set did not produce any across-group correlations. After mean subtraction, we calculated the correlation coefficients and applied the Fisher *Z*-transformation. To assess the relationship between value selectivity (d'; same values as in [Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and the correlation coefficients, we used a least squares regression weighted by the inverse standard errors of the *Z*- transformed correlation coefficients; significance was determined by a bootstrap analysis in which the set of cells for each resample was chosen randomly with replacement. Only correlation coefficients based on at least 15 trials were included for analysis; this resulted in a set of 274, 105, and 228 cells for contralateral saccades and 165, 215, and 208 cells for ipsilateral saccades (for high value cue contralateral, ipsilateral, and absent trials, respectively). We obtained similar results when we restricted the analysis of each trial type to the same set of cells (*n* = 83; those with 15 trials for each trial type *and* saccade direction).

#### Timecourse analyses {#S20}

We sought to determine how three factors influenced neural activity as a function of time: (1) the inclusion of an high value cue irrespective of space (spatial non-specific value), (2) the inclusion of an high value cue contralaterally (spatially specific value), and (3) the use of the different cue sets (stimulus identity). For each factor, we computed the effect size, ω^2^ = (SS~A~ -- df~A~ × MSE) / (SS + MSE), where SS~A~ is the across group sum of squares for factor A, df~A~ is the degrees of freedom for factor A (df~A~ = 1 for all factors in our model), SS is the total sum of squares, and MSE is the mean squared error of the model. The spatially non-specific value component of this multifactor analysis differs from the d' value selectivity index: a neuron that responds only on high value contralateral trials would result in ω^2^ \> 0 only for the spatial specific value signal but would have d' \> 0 for both spatial selectivity and value selectivity (with the spatial selectivity index roughly double in magnitude). The significance of values in each time bin was determined by comparing against those in the baseline interval (200 ms before cue onset; bootstrap). In comparison to the effect size measure η^2^ (proportion of total variance explained), ω^2^ tends towards zero when the explanatory power of the factor is weak and does not exhibit a positive bias for increasingly small sample sizes^[@R51]^. This was essential for analyzing cue-triggered responses because individual trials were truncated at the time of target onset, which occurred at a random time and resulted in progressively fewer trials available for analysis at increasingly later time times in the trial. Replotting [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} using the η^2^ measure yields a similar result except the values are biased upwards at later time points.

#### Latency analyses {#S21}

For all instances where we computed value or visual onset latencies, we defined the latency as the first of 25 (population latencies) or 15 (individual neurons latencies) consecutive bins (30 ms bins slid by 2 ms) for which the comparison of interest was significant (*P* \< 0.05). We used a bootstrap analysis to test for differences in population latencies.

For population value latencies, we first computed the difference in firing rates between high value contralateral trials OR high value cue ipsilateral trials with firing rates on high value absent trials for each value-selective neuron (*n* = 186). Firing rate differences across were combined across REW− and REW+ by (1) subtracting any baseline firing rate differences (500 ms before cue onset) and (2) dividing by the signed peak deviation from zero during the signal period. The peak deviation from zero was based on the average of the two difference curves in order to illustrate the difference in their magnitude; the same results were obtained when the difference curves were normalized to reach the same asymptotic value. Neural discrimination in each post-cue time bin was tested against zero (Wilcoxon).

We used an analogous analysis to determine visual onset latencies in the fixation task for the population of stimulus-responsive neurons (compare firing rates 100--300 ms after stimulus onset versus 500 ms before stimulus onset; Paired Wilcoxon, *P* \< 0.05 for *both* locations). This included 32 neurons of which 19 had excitatory responses, 11 had inhibitory responses, and 2 had responses of opposite sign for the two cue locations. Again, we baseline subtracted, peak normalized, and sign-corrected the raw firing rates in order to average over neurons with excitatory and inhibitory responses; here, the peak response was based on the average of the responses to contralateral and ipsilateral stimuli. Visual onset latencies for contralateral and ipsilateral stimuli were estimated in the same way as for value latencies.

For individual visual onset latencies, we compared firing rate distributions at each time bin (50--500 ms after cue onset) against the distribution of all baseline time bins (500 ms before cue onset, Wilcoxon). For individual value latencies, we compared firing rate distribution on trials where the high value cue was contralateral or trials where the high value cue was ipsilateral with trials when the high value cue was absent. The analyses of visual onset latencies and value latencies were limited to set of stimulus-responsive and value-selective neurons, respectively, as in the population analyses. We used a fairly stringent criterion to ensure that the measured latencies were accurate; as a result, value latencies and visual onset latencies could only be computed for a subset of value-selective (*n* = 116/186) and stimulus-responsive (*n* = 19/32) neurons, respectively.
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![Motivational cues bias spatial attention. (**a**) Sequence of events in the two attention tasks. After monkeys achieved central fixation, two cues appeared at either side of the fixation point for 300 (task A) or 350 ms (task B). In task A (top), the cues were followed by a delay where no peripheral stimuli were present. The brief appearance of a near-threshold oriented patch (50 ms) at one of the two locations served as the target and the monkey correctly detected it by saccading to its location. In task B (bottom), two randomly oriented patches appeared on either side of the fixation point 250 ms after the cues were extinguished. At a random time, both patches changed orientation simultaneously (in independent directions). A pair of choice targets was subsequently presented at one location, indicating which oriented patch was the target, and the monkey judged whether the target at the indicated location was more vertical or horizontal. (**b**) Performance on high value present trials for targets appearing near the high value cue (black bar) and targets appearing near the low value cue (grey bar) and on high value absent trials (white bar). Performance was calculated as: 100 × \[\# of correct trials / \# of trials where target appeared\]. (**c**) Reaction times in the same format as (**b**). (**b,c**) Asterisks indicate significant differences between conditions (Paired Wilcoxon, *P* \< 10^−15^) and error bars indicate the standard error across sessions (n = 126).](nihms-434502-f0001){#F1}

![MRI reconstruction of recording locations. (**a**) 3D reconstruction of the whole brain and the amygdala for Monkey O. (**b**) 3D reconstructions of the amygdala recorded from in each monkey overlaid on a single coronal MRI slice from that monkey. Each coronal slice has been tilted to enable visualization of all electrode tracks. Arrows provide the orientation of the slice after tilting. Each data point represents the location of one neuron recorded during the task and the selectivity of that neuron (see legend; green, REW+ cell; yellow, REW− cell).](nihms-434502-f0002){#F2}

![Amygdala neurons encode the value and spatial configuration of cues. (**a**) Peristimulus time histograms showing average firing rate plotted as a function of time relative to cue onset for four amygdala neurons (30 ms bins shifted by 2 ms; shading indicates standard error). Value selectivity indices and spatial selectivity indices (d') were significantly (bootstrap, *P* \< 0.05) less than zero (REW−; left) or greater than zero (REW+; right) for each example neuron. (**b**) Scatterplot of spatial selectivity vs. value selectivity indices for each individual neuron (*n* = 326). Value selectivity indices greater than zero indicate higher activity when a high value cue was present, and indices less than zero indicate higher activity when the high value cue was absent. Spatial selectivity indices greater than zero indicate higher activity when the high value cue was contralateral; values less than zero indicate higher activity when the high value cue was ipsilateral. Symbol style indicates the significance of selectivity for each neuron (see legend, same conventions as [Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}); black line represents the weighted least squares regression fit (β = 0.53, *P* \< 10^−6^). One neuron with a value selectivity index greater than 3.5 is excluded from this plot and from the plots in [Figure 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Numbers indicate data points corresponding to the example neurons in (**a**).](nihms-434502-f0003){#F3}

![Latency of value discrimination by amygdala neurons depends upon cue spatial configuration. (**a**) Timecourse of signals discriminating the value of cues. Color indicates the degree of differential firing on high value contralateral versus high value absent trials (top, cyan) and on high value ipsilateral versus high value absent trials (bottom, magenta). For each neuron and within each comparison, firing rate differences within each condition were normalized by their maximum (unsigned) deviation from zero. Only cells with a measurable latency for each comparison were included; green circles indicate latency estimates (2 contralateral and 9 ipsilateral value latencies fall outside the plot). (**b**) Timing of value discrimination for the population of value selective neurons (n = 193). Average firing rate differences (shading indicates standard error) are plotted along with population value latencies for each comparison. For each neuron, we took the average of the two firing rate difference curves, found the signed peak deviation from zero (to enable averaging across REW− and REW+ neurons), and normalized the curve for each comparison by this value. This normalization maintains the difference in magnitude between the two comparisons.](nihms-434502-f0004){#F4}

![Latency of visual information is insensitive to spatial location. (**a**) Hypothetical latencies assuming that the delay in ipsilateral value information is already present in the feed-forward signal (delay derives from the *same source*) and that ipsilateral visual information and value information come from different sources (delay derives from *different sources*). Visual onset latencies and value latencies are plotted as a function of time relative to cue onset. (**b**) Fixation task. Monkeys were rewarded for maintaining fixation during the 350 ms cue presentation and for 1000 ms thereafter; the reward magnitude was not dependent on the stimulus location. (**c**) Population visual onset latencies in the fixation task for contralateral and ipsilateral stimuli. Firing rates were normalized in the same manner as in [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} (shading indicates standard error). (**d**) Mean latencies for the set of cells where the contralateral and ipsilateral visual onset latencies (*n* = 19) and/or the contralateral and ipsilateral value latencies (*n* = 116) could be estimated. Latencies are plotted as in (**a**); horizontal bars indicate the standard error for the distribution of single cell latencies.](nihms-434502-f0005){#F5}

![The encoding of space, value and stimulus identity by amygdala neurons evolves according to task demands. (**a**) Timecourse of amygdala signals representing spatially specific and non-specific value, as well as stimulus identity, for individual value-selective neurons (n = 193). Color indicates effect size for each factor (ω^2^ ) for individual neurons at times relative to cue onset (100 ms bins shifted by 10 ms). Neurons were sorted according to the onset of spatially-specific value coding, and this ordering was the same in all three plots. White dashed line indicates the time of cue onset; yellow and red arrows indicate the average time of cue offset and first target onset, respectively. (**b**) Timecourse of signals averaged over the population. Curves depict the mean and standard error (shaded region) of effect size (ω^2^ ) measures across the population. Black bars indicate the time bins used for statistical analysis, and asterisks indicate that the distribution of ω^2^ for that time bin was significantly greater than during the baseline period (*P* \< 0.05). Red arrow indicates the average time of first target onset.](nihms-434502-f0006){#F6}

![Trial-to-trial variations in firing rates are correlated with reaction time. (**a**) Relationship between value selectivity and correlations between firing rate and reaction time. Fisher *Z*-transformed correlation coefficients are plotted as a function of the value selectivity indices for each trial type and saccade direction. The size of the data points indicates the reliability (inverse standard error) of the correlation coefficient. Regression lines are plotted in instances where a significant relationship was observed (bootstrap, *P* \< 0.05). (**b**) Histograms of correlation coefficients on high value contralateral trials for the 25% most value selective neurons (based on the magnitude of d'), split according to sign of selectivity (positive, n = 31: blue histograms; negative, n = 16: red histograms) and the direction of the saccade (contralateral: left, ipsilateral: right). Filled bars, individual neurons with correlation coefficients significantly different from 0 (*P \<* 0.05); inset scatterplots, example cells with significant correlation coefficients (dotted arrow indicate their respective position in the histograms). The solid blue and red arrows indicate the mean of the distributions for positive value and negative value neurons, respectively, and asterisks denote that the mean correlation coefficients for these two groups were significantly different from each other (bootstrap, *P* \< 0.05). (**c**) The difference in correlation coefficients (for contralateral saccades minus ipsilateral saccades) is plotted for cells grouped into quartiles according to the absolute value and sign of value selectivity indices. Vertical bars indicate the standard error. Blue and red filled circles indicate that the distribution was significantly different from zero while green stars indicate that the distributions were significantly different across groups (*t*-test, *P* \< 0.05).](nihms-434502-f0007){#F7}
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